TITLE: "Bill Anderson - Songwriter"
LABEL: TWI Records
ARTIST: Bill Anderson
GUEST ARTIST: Brad Paisley, playing electric guitar on
"If You Can't Make Money Make Love".
PRODUCERS: Rex Schnelle and Bill Anderson

WRITERS: BILL ANDERSON HAS WRITTEN EVERY SONG,
along with co-writers Jon Randall, Jamie Johnson (Grascals),
Brad Paisley, Rivers Rutherford, Rex Schnelle, Buddy Cannon,
Barry Dean, Tim Nichols, Joshua Ragsdale, Bobby Tomberlin,
Jim Martin, Gordie Sampson, Coley McCabe, John Wiggins,
Billy Montana, and Brad Crisler.

BRAD PAISLEY, “Bill Anderson is Country Music Royalty”.
BART HERBISON, Ex. Dir. NSAI: "It's amazing to me that Bill Anderson first hit pay-dirt as a teenager, when he wrote
"City Lights" at the age of 19. And now, while enjoying the 7th decade of his life, he continues to crank out such unique
product. In fact, this entire collection could just prove to be some of his absolute best. So far."
BUDDY CANNON, Record Producer: “On his new cd, “SONGWRITER”, Bill Anderson continues to carry a bright torch for
all songwriters and remains one of the most distinctive vocal stylists country music has ever known. My personal favorite
song of this bunch (besides the one he and I co-wrote) is the title track. It is a lighthearted look at what makes a songwriter
tick and it's honest enough to give the listener a close look inside the heart of all of us who write songs whether or not we
make any money from it. Bill is one of my real heroes and I'm proud that I'm lucky enough to get to write with him
occasionally, and he doesn't sing so loud it hurts my ears. Go Whisper…”
FANS (unsolicited e-mails): Cheryl/Wisconsin..."I especially like "That’s When The Fight Broke Out". No one but Bill
Anderson would think to take some crazy e- mails and make a song out of them. Pretty cool." Violet/West Virginia..."Great
country comedy and absolute tear jerking, wonderful country music. I love it." Wade/Minnesota..."It is inspiring to see an
artist, 50+ years into his career, write 12 brand new songs that would be a fit on any contemporary country CD."
John/Pennsylvania..."I love "Wherever She Is". Boy did that strike a familiar chord." Louise/Canada ..."It is such a diverse
compilation of all facets of BA. You are amazing. Thanks for continuing to be the best."
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